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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. The invention relates, more definitely stated, I ment obviate in a large degree the objection-
Pertaining to Apparel, to crib attachments to bedsteads, and has for able jerking motion incidental to the opera

its object an improved attachment of this, tion of cars having running-gear of ordinary 
HAT-F ASTENER.-S. M. JOHNSTONE, New character adapted for ready attachment and, construction. It more particularly relates to 

York, N. Y. The principal object of the in- detachme�t, and adapted when detached to be ; trucks of running-gears for street-rail,,:a� cars 
vention is to provide simple and eJl'ective folded into compact condition facilitating its' propelled by motors actuated by electnclty. 
means for attaching a hat-fastener to a hat d being shoved under the bedstead or store : APPLIANCE FOR C AR-COUPLINGS.-P. ��e 
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�o:;;�ing �\o�g�� b��: time the lIat is taken oJl', but at the same, 
time can be removed, if desired, in order to: Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Fraser's invention per-, net to adapt the appliance to be readily fitted 
secure it to another hat. tains to window-fasteners, his more particular I in place over one of the heads of a coupling 

object being the production of a simple, effi- between the cars in the event of breakage of TROUSERS-HA1IiGER.-A. CHELBERG, New cient, and reliable fastener capable of locking 'I' some part of the head-say, for instance, the York, N. Y. Hangers as heretofore construct- the upper and lowei sashes in any desired usual knuckle carried thereby-combined with ed have been either too complicated for gen- t ' I d b k kl ak th position and oJl'ering certain construc IOna I which hea or onnet is a nuc e to t e e eral use or have failed to provide means for advantages, such as the prevention of win- place of the one broken, means being also supporting the garments in a proper manner. dows rattling or any movement between the employed for securing the appliance in posi-Tlie principal objects of the invention are to upper and lower sashes until desired. tion for effective operation. construct a hanger in such a manner that 
although the trousers can be held in natural 
and proper position, yet the construction will 
be simple and there will be few parts liable 
to get out of order. 

Machines and Mechanical Devices. 

FOR 
Pertaining to Vehicles. 

MICROMETRICAL ADJUSTMENT CHECKREIN-F ASTENER.-C. W. BARRETT, PRIN'I"ING-FILM FRAMES.-:-B. I?AY, West Hanford, Cal. 'f'he invention has reference to 
Electrical Devices. 

Hoboken, N. J. . M�. Day's m,:entlOn rel�tes improvements in devices to prevent accidental 
P ANE'L-BO ARD.-E. R. LEMANQUAIS, New 

:0 the accurate hmgl�g and . hO.ldm� of a p��t� 
I detachment of a checkrein from a check-hook, mg-film frame . and ItS pnntmg- m so . a the object being to provide a fastening device York, N. Y. Each section of the sectional they can be raised, lowered, removed for m�- that will be simple and inexpensive and that panel-board may be used independently, if de- ing, and re�laced. �nd yet �a:1 on the work m may be readily connected to any ordinary sired, and the sections may be combined in exactly their ongmal posl:lOns, also to de- form of check-hook. any number, so as to make up a panel-board vices whereby subsequent prmts from the same 

of any desired size. The devices for holding printing-film printed over or alongside the first 
the fuses are improved so that the latter may print, can be manipulated with accuracy and 
be securely held with proper electrical con- the manipulation recorded for future refer
taCt and yet removable at will without danger I ence. Many features of this invention and 
to the operator. The board minimizes the i especially those relating to adjustment, can 
danger of shocking persons operating or ad- be operated in connection with Mr. Day's 
justing the same. Weighted Hold-Fast, which is already pat-

ented. 
Of General Interest. LOOM-SHUTTI,E.-W. H. WILSON, New 

BA,LANCED SUCTION AND FORCE Bedford, Mass. In this patent the invention 
PUMP.-P. H. J. PAINDAVOINE and P. A. relates to weaving; and its object is to pro
PAINDAVOINE-DuFOUR, Les Fontanettes it la vide a new and improved loom-shuttle having 
Chapelle aux Pots, Oise, France. In this a spindle arranged to prevent undue wear 
patent the invention has for its object a suc- and sidewise vibration and consequent break
tion and force pump in which the effort re- ing of the thread and to allow convenient 
quired for operating it is distributed and ren- renewal of a spindle-shank when broken or 

Designs. 

DESIGN FOR A ROS ARY.-B. TE'UBNER, 
New York, N. Y. This rosary as designed is 
very ornamental and chaste. The medals con
taining the heads of saints at the usual in
tervals are well executed, the Lord's at the 
junction of the loop and the pendant suspend
ing the crucifix being in the form of a heart. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will 
be furnished by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. 
Please state the name of the patentee, title of 
the invention, and date of this paper. 

dered uniform, thus rendering its running ex- otherwise injured. Busin¢ss and ceedingly easy, so that far less fatigue is oc- HEDGE-TRIMMING M ACHINE.-R. SMITH-
P¢rsonal Wants. 

casioned than would be necessary for operating ERS, �ortonville, Kan. The objects of the im- READ THIS COLUMN CAREFULLY.-You will under the same working conditions an ordinary provement are to provide mechanism, first, to find inquiries for certain classes of articles numbered 
suction and force pump. cut the top and side of hedge at the same in consecutive crder. If you manufacture these 1;0OOs 

C N "'STIC'T J K Le d '11 write us at Once and we will send you the name and A DL-'" n. - - INDELAN, a VI e, time; second, for the proper adjustment of, address of the party desiring tbe information. In Col. This readily adjusted miner's candle- the sickles to cut either the top or the side every case it is neeessary to give tbe 
stick comprises a body portion consisting of a: separate; third, to raise or lower the hori- nUlllber o£ the inqoirY'

llIUNN &; CO. single length of spring-steel bent to form a I zontal sickle so that it can be adjusted to cut 
loop terminating in segmented portions; a i any height hedge while in motion; fourth, to 
spike extended from one of the segmental por- I facilitate vertical adjustment or the removal Marine Iron Works. Chicago. Catalol(ue free. 
tions; a hook on one of the segmented por- I of the horizontal sickle; fifth, for adjusting c�i��BQ1�lv�diJg

9Ji!1i;;::wanted, makers of slot mao 
tions and segmental plates secured to the I the one end of the platform as may be re- .. U. S." Metal Polish. Indianapolis. Samples free. said pOi·tions. 

I qui red on inclined or uneven surfaces. 
Inquiry No. 'r91l9.-Wanted, a machine for en. VA�,VE.-C. E. SIMPSON, Portsmouth, Ohio. FILM-HOLDER �'OR PICTURE-EXHIBIT-, I(ravinl(names. etc., on glassware. 

The more particular object of the inventor is ING M ACHINES.-M. SMITH, Winnipeg, can- I Handle & Spoke Mchy. Ober Mfg. Co., 10 Bell St., 
to produce a valve that will prevent scale or ada. One purpose of the invention is to pro- Chagrin Falls, O. 
foreign substances from being caught on the vide a film-holder for use in connection with' 

Inquit.y No . 1960.-For manufacturers of wire 
valve-seat as the valve is being closed, thereby I picture-exhibiting machines, which will be nail machines. 
preventing the injury often done by scale being, readily operated and in which imperforate 1 seil patents. To buy, or having one to sell, write 
crushed on or imbedded in the valve-seat or I films can be used, thus simplifying the opera- Chas. A. Scott, 719 Mutual Life Building, Buffalo, N. Y. 
preventing the valve from entirely closing be-! tion and greatly adding to the lifetime of the Inqn try No . 'r961.-Wanted. parties to undertake 
cause of the obstruction having caught between' films. ��rn�g��{o

a
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d 
the closing parts. WASHING-M ACHINE,-H. F. PFL U M, New The celebrated" HornsbY-Akroyd" Patent Safety 011 

WORKING B ARREL FOR OIL A.ND York, N. Y. A principal object of the inven- Enl(ine is built bY the De La Vergne Machine Company. 
OTHER PUMPS.-W. H. WESTERMAN, Mari- tion is to produce a machine tlie construction I Foot of East 138th Slreet, New York. 
etta, Ohio. The object in this case is to of which especially adapts it for portability Inquiry No. 'r9U2.-Wanted, a pump run by elec-produce a working barrel which is now usually and enables the machine to be readily detached ��gti;;'r?t�6t::t ��f�,
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16 feet 

made of brass, iron, or steel that will combine or attached in operative position. A construc-
the ad a ta es of I'ron steel and bI'ass that t' h b d t d I h' h bles the Lithographinl( adds solidity and strenl(th to your v n g " , Ion as een a op e a so w IC ena business stationery. Letter heads, $2 per 1,000. will 'be cheaper and stronger than ordinary principal part of the device to be thrown to Stilwell, 709 Pine St., St. Louis. barrels, and one in which the cups or valves one side, so as to faci�i�ate the attachment .of 

Inqniry No . 'r963.-Wanted, manufacturers of can be readily inserted without sticking and a wringer in the pOSitIOn normally occupied, dextrine. 
one in which the ends will not be crushed in' by the same. It relates especially to that class I FOR SALE.-Self-swinging I(ate, I(reat improvement. when coupled with another section of pipe or' which may be operated by hand. Sell or lease on royalty. Patented November 21, 1905. 
barrel. BLINDl:lTITCHING SEWING-MACHIN E.- Claude Siebrlng, George, Iowa. 

HOSE-CLAMP. - J. E. JOHNSON, New F. HERMAN, Lincoln, Neb. The object of the I Inquiry No. 7964..-Wanted, manufacturers of 
Paynesville, Minn. The invention is an im- invention is to provide an attachment wherebY ! cardboard puzzles. 
provement in that class of clamps that com- blindstitching may be effected, with a greater I � M�tal Novelty Works Co., manufacturers of 

.
all kinds 

prise a band and pivoted cam, which is per- I degree of perfection and reliability than here-, �f light M�;
a�7

G
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manently secured to one end of said band and I tofore. The attachment is secured to the bed-I peClalty. - ,ana, treet, iCago. 
d t d f d t h bl t 'th th ' d" h' I Inquiry No. 196:).-Wanted, balls of about 1 inch a ap e or e ac a e engagemen WI e! plate and head of an or Inary seWIng-mac Ine, ! or 134 inches in diameter for statiC machine j also wlI'e other, the construction being such that in the I preferably such as is employed fol' manufactur-' suitable fo� brushes; also rubber in sheets and rods for 

closed position the cam holds the band drawn I ing purposes rather than of the domestic class, same machme. 

tightly around the hose. and but little modification of the sewing-ma- Manufacturers of patent articles, dies. metal 
DIRT-�CRAPEU.-J. HARTER, Tiffin, Ohio. chine proper is required. st'�mping, screw machine work, hardware speCialties, 

machinery tools, and wood fiber products. Quadriga In this case the invention has reference par- Manufacturing Company, 18 South Canal St., Chicago. 
ticularly to improvements in dirt-scrapers for Medical Appliances. Inquiry No. 'r966.-�'or makers of wire bands road and field work, the object of the i nventor TOILET ARTICLE.-F. A. STEELE, New (electrically welded). 
being the provision of a scraper of simple I Rochelle, �. Y. In its preferred embodiment W ANTED.-An experienced mechanical draughtsman. 
and novel construction and opera.ting to thor- I the invention comprises a packing of paper Must be competent to design machinery from sketcbes, 
oughly harrow or break 'lP the dirt of a road having on one side a mass of absorbent ma- must be able to accurately estimate weights and costs. 
or field and then smooth the same. 'terial-to wit, cotton-batting covered by a No inexperienced c!>rrespondence scboOI I(raduates 

ROLL-PAPER HOLDER AND CUTTER.- woolen fabric. Preferably both the paper and need apply. Address or apply to Broomell, Schmidt & 
Steacy Co., York, Pa. J. F'. FINAN, Cumberland, Md. The invention the absorbent material are medicated, so that 

Inquiry No. 'r961 .-Wanted, a machine or appli. is in the nature of a paper-holder and cutter when dampened the medicines will act on ance for cutting out canvas gloves. 
for holding upon a store-counter or else- the anus, thus exerting a curative effect at the: WANTED.-Capable, business· like man to take full where a roll of paper from which sheets of same time cleansing the parts. I charge in manufacturing a line of cream separators. 
varying size may be cut off at will to suit the HYPODERMIC SYRINGE.-J. W. HORNER, Must be graduate of Technical College; capable of 
size of package to be put up. It is an im- Columbus, Ind. Mr. Horner's invention con- handling men; acquainted with mOdern maChinery and 
provement upon the device for which Mr. sists of a novel form of the ordinary hypo- modern methods. Must have had exp�rie�ce in manu
Finan was formerly allowed a patent. . . . . f"cturing cream separators. Only applIcatIOns of first dermiC syrmge deSigned to secure a tight fit of class men considered. Address or apply in person. 

Household Utilities. 

TRAP FOR SINKS, B ATH-TUBS, AND 
THE LIKE.-A. SAVARD, Omaha, Neb. In its 
practical entirety this trap forms an integral 
part of the sink, bath-tub, or wash-basin with 
which it may be associated. It is easy of 
access for the purposes of cleansing or empty
ing accumulated contents and possesses the 
capacity for long and repeated service. The 
invention refers more especially to traps for 
sinks, bath-tubs, wash-basins, and the like, 
pertaining generally to the type of such de
vices forming the subject of Letters Patent 
formerly granted to Mr. Savard. 

CRIB.-Wl. W. GRIGSBY, New Orleans, La. 

the piston in the syringe-barrel without risk Smith Mfg. Co. , 158 E. Harrison St,., Chicago. 
of accidental loosening of the piston and by a 
very simple and practical construction. One 
modification of the invention gives a syringe 
of such compact form when closed as to be 
especially well adapteq to the limits of the 
small caSB forming a physician's outfit. 

Kail"Ways and 'J'heir A c('essories. 

Inql1il'y No. 'r968.-Wanted, makers of soap
molding machines. 

Inquiry No. 1969.-Wanted, the name and address 
of the maker of the monarch wall paper trimmer. 

Inquiry No. 1910.-V{anted, makers of translucid 
fiber. wire glass or other material for use in factory 
bUi Idinl(s. 

Inquiry No. 'r9'rl.-Wanted, parties to do enamel 
work of special kind. 

RAILW AY-CAR TRUCK.-G. C. STEWART, InquIry N9. 191�.-Wanted, parties to make 
Marengo, Ind. The object of the inventor is small steel castings in small quantities. 
to provide details of construction for a car- Tn9uil'V No. 'r91,3.-Wanted, infoqllation con. 
truck that will counteract the lateral yield- cernlllg the Braum-Vlgoa calculatlOg machIne. 

ing movement of the car-body on its spring- I in��:��g'�oo�n���I4.th-;,�.r parties making small cast· 
supports, either forward, rearward, or side-

Inquiry No. 197ii.-For makers of small castinl(s wise, and by cushioning such a lurching move- cast In metal molds to exact size. 
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uerles: 
HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Names and Address must accompany all letters or 
no attention will be paid thereto. This is for 
our information and not for publication. 

References to former articles or answers should give 
date of paper and page or number of question. 

Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should be 
repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that 
some answers require not a little resear�llJ and, 
though we endeavor to reply to all eitner by 
letter or in this department, each must take 
his turn. 

Buyers wishing to purchase any article not adver
tised in our columns will be furnished with 
addresses of houses manufacturing or carrying 
the same. 

Special Written Information on matters of personal 
rather than general interest cannot be expected 
without remuneration. 

Scientific American Supplements referred to may be 
had at the office. Price 10 cents each. 

Books referred to promptly supplied on receipt of 
price. 

Minerals sent for examination should be distinctly 
marked or labeled. 

(9917) V. P. says: A few weeks back 
was a member of a party visiting a gold 

mine in Colorado. When descending the shaft 
we were told by operator that tbe elevator 
could be dropped faster than our bodies could 
fall down the shaft. A. The elevator could 
not fall faster than your body unless pulled 
down by some force other than gravity. The 
law of falling bodies is that the acceleration 
due to gravity is 32.16 feet per second. 

L etting g = 32.16 feet per second in one 
second, 

v = final velocity, or velocity at time 
of contact with the earth, 

t = number seconds, 
h = space in feet passed in t sec-

OIlds, 
then v = gt. 

Thus, a body allowed to start falling from a 
point of rest, re'sistance of air neglected, falls 
16.08 feet the first second. The acquired ve
locity is 32.16 feet per second. The distance 

gt" 
fallen in two seconds would be h _- = 16.08 x 

2 
4 = 64.32 feet, and the acquired velocity is 
64.32 feet per second. T'he increase in velocity 
in each second is constant, and is 32.16 feet 
per second. 'rlIus, 

2h 
"=at= -

t 
(9918) H. H. asks: Is the specific 

gravity test of kerosene oil important with 
reference to its condition of purity'! Is it im
portant with reference to its lighting qualities'! 
Is the so-called he,at test of kerosene oil suf
ficient to prove its lighting qualities as well as 
its purity? Can adulteration, affecting the 
lighting quality of kerosene oil, be discovered 
by any other m�thod 'than the specific gravity 
test? Will adulteration tend to lower or raise 
the so-called "flashing point" of kerosene oil '! 
A. The specific gravity, or rather the Baume 
test for kerosene, is an important test as re
gards its purity, but is only equal in import
ance with other tests which the oil has to 
withstand. There are many adulterants which 
could be used which would not change the spe
cific gravity of the kerosene. The lighting 
qualities of kerosene depend, with equal im
portance, upon the Hfire test," the "flashing 
point," the Hviscosity," and the "specific grav
ity" of the oil. Adulterants can be used 
which raise the flash point or which lower the 
fiash point. It all depends upon the kind of 
adulteration. As to the detection of adultera
tion in kerosene oil, we would say that It 
would be extremely difficult for one, other 
than an experienced oil chemist, to discover ac
cura tely the adulterant used, for in many cases 
pure kerosene will come far from the required 
tests and still contain no adulteration. One
half of one pe'r cent of moisture in the oil 
could be easily detected from the cloudiness of 
the oil. 

(9919) P. A. R. asks: Please send 
to my address any statistics you may have in 
back issues of your paper, in regard to the 
controversy which exists as to when the next 
year will come containing fifty-three Sundays. 
Some say that it will come in fifty years, 
others say in one hundred and ten years. 
A. The question when a year will contain 53 
Sundays is not properly a subject of contro
versy. It can be decided by any one who will 
make a table of the years with care, Each 
common year contains 52 weeks and 1 day. 
Each common year then begins and ends on the 
same day of the week. Each leap year has 52 
weeks and 2 days, and ends one day in the 
week later than it began. This is, all which 
need to be known to settle the question. Now 
to begin, 1905 began and ended on Sunday, 
and so had 53 Sundays, 1906 begins and ends 
on Monday, and has 52 Sundays. 1907 begins 
and ends on Tuesday with 52 Sundays. 1908 
begins on Wednesday, but as it is leap year it 
ends on Thursday, and 1909 begins and ends 
on, Friday, while 191,0 begins and ends on Sat
urday. All these have 52 Sundays. Now 1911 
begins and ends on Sunday, and has 53 Sun· 
days. This is six years later than 1905. The 
years of this century which will have 53 Sun
days are 1905, 1911, 1922. 1928, 1933. 1939, 
1950, 1956, 1961, 1967. 1978, 1984, 1989, 1995. 
It is seen that the differences are 5, 6, and 11 
between the years of this series. 



Scientific American 
(9920) A. R. Van H. asks: 1. Will Fahrenheit is a trifle more than three ten- ginning at the mouth of the cannon? A. A are the records of the Russian loss and 

a four or a five inch spark of an induction thousandths of an inch. Cadmium will ex- cannon ball becomes a falling body as Soon Japanese gain in naval power. An admirable 
coil penetrate a piece of glass or a piece ot pand slightly more than zinc, about in the as it clears the mouth of the gun, and falls feature of the book is the collection of naval 
bard rubber 1/32 inch thick? If it will, will ratio of 30 to 29. in the same manner as far as distance and programmes of the various countries. Capt. 
it penetrate the same, 1/16 inch thick? A. The (9926) R. T. asks: 1. How many velocity is concerned as if it were to fall Weyer announces the intention of publishing 
electrical energy of a spark four inches long amperes does a 110-volt incandescent lamp re- from rest with no forward motion. It does an appendix in the month of June, which will 
through the air would probably pierce a thin quire? A. A 16-candle lamp at 110 volts takes not follow the tangent of the barrel at all. contain whatever modifications have been made 
glass, or a piece of thin hard rubber. We have about one-half an ampere. 2. Wbat is the (9932) R. S. McF. asks: Would you in the navies of the world since January, 1906. 
no figure for the thickness. The discharge principle of a pedometer? A. A pedometer is kindly explain how I could use a 100-volt in- LECTURES ON MATHEMATICS. By Edward 
points should be brought close to the glass on moved by the rocking motion of the body in duction motor on a 110-volt current? I tried Burr Van Vleck, Henry Seely White, 
opposite sides, and the discharge be made as walking. It will register by the same motion one way by connecting a 10-volt lamp in series Frederick Shenstone Woods. New 
suddenly as possible. 2. I read in one of your when one is not walking. The motion of a with it, but had no satisfaction. A. A small York: Macmillan Company, 1905. 
papers of the number of pounds of water that rocking chair may make it run. 3. How long resistance coil placed in series with your 12mo.; pp. 187. Price, $2. 
flows over the Niagara Falls a second, but I will a storage battery retain its full charge 1 motor will take up the extra ten volts and This book is published for the American cannot find it now. Would you please tell me A. A storage battery does not Jose charge by enable the motor to run with safety. The Mathematical Society, and contains the papers the number'! I think it was 213,.000, but I leakage. 80 far as that goes the charge will wire must be of a size which will carry the read at the Boston Colloquium, in 1903. The am not sure. A. The commonly accepted vol- be retained indefinitely. current without heating too much. The small subjects covered are Linear Systems of Curves ume of water passing over Niagara Falls is 

(9927) G. A. R. asks: 1. A spark lamp you used, was not able to carry the cur- on Algebraic Surfaces, by Mr. White; Forms 224,000 cubic feet per second. This is 14,- rent required. Its filament had too high a re- of Non-Euclidean Space, by Mr. Woods; ana 000,000 pounds per second. Falling 160 feet it cannot be passed between two electrodes sepa- sistance to allow current enough to flow for Selected Topics in the Theory of Divergent gives about 7,000,000 horse-power continually. rated by a vacuum. Are we to infer from the motor, and so the motor did not get cur- Series and of Continued Fractions, by Mr. 
(9921) H. M. asks: Does the buoyant �is
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�:����t��: rent enough to turn it. Van Vleck. 

or floating power of a tank filled with air vary sulator. 2. The distance separating two par- (9933) C. W. asks: In your issue of THE WORLD ALMANAC FOR 1906. Ne,w 
in accordance with the depth to which the ticles can be halved. This second distance can February 10, 1906, page 137, Notes and York: Press Publishing Company. 
tank is su bmerged'! For example: Would the then be halved and so on-according to Queries (No. 9887), you state that absolute .Pp.569. Price, 25 cents. 
lifting power of this tank be greater when the mathematics, infinitely-which would require zero is -459 deg. Is it a fact that scientists The 1906 edition of the World Almanac and 
top of the tank would be one foot below the infinite time. Yet practically it can be ac- have accepted this as absolute zero'! On what Encyclopedia, which has just been issued, 
surface of the water than it would be if the complished in a finite time. How is this ex- is it based? How was it determined? and differs little from its predecessors of other top of the tank were ten feet below the sur- plained? A. It is quite true that mathemat- how is it measured? What does absolute zerO years, beyond the usual addenda, correctIons, 
face of the water? If you could refer me to ical zero cannot be reached by the successive mean? Is it a condition of temperature at and enlargement necessi tated by the occurrences 
any literature which dwells on subjects of this division of a number by two, or by halving which no heat whatever exists or is radiated i of the past twe.lve months. The book is so well kind, your kindness would be most highly ap- a certain space. But that need disturb no A. It may be positively stated that all modern known and so largely used by many of the 
preciated. A. A tank closed airtight and sub- one. It is ea8Y to reach a value less than scientists accept 273 deg. C as absolute zero, reading public that it needs little recommendamerged in water is buoyed up by the weight any assignable value, and that is practically 01' the temperature at which molecular mo- tion at the hands of the reviewer. It will 
of the water it displaces, that is by amount zero. Thus in the case of our money. When tion would cease, all heat would be gone from often be found invaluable as a supplement to 
equal to the weight of a volume of water a sum has been halved successively till it is matter. Astronomers believe that this is the, reference works of a general character, for the 
which is the same as the volume of the tank. reduced to less than one mill, the process temperature of the spaces outside of the I comprehensive information contained in its 
This is independent of the depth of submer- must end, since there is no denomination in earth's atmosphere. 'l'he degree we gave, I pages is of necessity concise and brief. Pargence. If, however, the tank is open at the which to express the value. Practically the -459 deg. F, is the FahrenheIt equivalent of titularly varied and brief are the facts r�lative 
bottom, so that water enters it, its buoyant problem you present is a logical quibble, of -273 deg. C. The idea of absolute zero is to New York city and vicinity, and this portion power decreases as it is sunk deeper into the interest only to a mathematical quibbler. based upon the fact that all gases at the of the publication forms an excellent guiLle 
water, since watel' enters and compresses the There ought always to be common sense back freezing point of water expand and contract book and directory, not only for the stranger, 
air into a smaller volume. The only point in- of logic, but unfortunately it is not always by the same amount if the temperature is but for resident New Yorkers as well. The 
volved is the volume of water displaced. The plainly visible. ,changed one degree and this amount is 1/273 arrangement of the majol' part of the general principle is called Archimedes's principle, wl;lich 

(9928) A. A. F. asks: I, How do of their volume if the temperature is changed information in tabular form, 'together with the may be found in any text-book of physics. one degree Centigrade. Since the volume of wide cross-indexing of the table of contents, 
l'robably Kent's "Engineering Pocket Book," they get this very low zero you speak of in a gas is dependent upon its temperature it is is of great assistance to the reader in locating 
price $5, will give you the most assistance in F'ebrnary 10, 1906, No. \1887: A, �bsolute evident that the cooling of a gas degree by any of the data in the book. 

tt f h d ], . . zero is computed from the oehavior of gases ma ers 0 y rau IC engmeermg. 
when cooled. Their contraction leads to the degree will cause it to shrink proportionately CONGRESS OF ARTS AND SCIENCE. Univer-

(9922) P. C. G. asks: Will you please belief among scientific men that all heat till if it is cooled 273 degrees its power to sal Exposition at St. Louis, 1904. Ed-
describe to me just what is "denaturized" or would be gone from matter if it were cooled shrink will be gone also; that is, all the heat ited by Howard J. Rogers, A.M., 
"denaturall'zed" alcohol, that is now before will have left the gas. This reasoning is not LL.D., Director of Congresses. Vol. to 459 deg. Ir. below zero. 2. What is the 
Congress for entry free of duty? A. Dena- lowest natural t perature known and the weakened by the fact that the gas would 1. History of the Congress by the 
turized alcohol is common alcohol to which 'fi . 1 

em
d t d d

" 
A Th change to liquid before the absolute zero is Editor. Scientific Plan of the Con-lowest artI CIa col ye pro uce . . e reached. Dewar has gone within a very few ,ome substance has been added to render it lowest thermometer reading ever reported upon . t t gress by Prof. Hugo Muensterberg. 

unsafe for its natural use; that is, if a small the earth is from a self-registering thermom- �egrees of . absolute zerO m the attemp s 0 Boston and New York: Houghton 
percentage of wood alcohol be added, the mix- . f b f , lIquefy helIum. The absolute scale was de- Mifflin Company, 1905. 8vo.; cloth; , . eter whIch was left or a num er 0 years vised by Lord Kelvin and is very frequently ture IS pOIsonous, and cannot be used for . the Arctic regions. It showed 95 deg. F. I . .  . . . . . pp. 626. Price, $2,50. . . f d " k' b t ' t  m ,employed m gIvmg temperatures m SCIentIfic makmg any liquors or l l n  mg, u I can 

I 
below zero Previous to this the I

,

owest ob- . . .  To the readers of the technical press, the still  be used for mechanical purposes, or in served was' at a place in Siberia 90 deg. ��. papers. It IS t�e only sc.ale . m whI?h the papers which constitute this first volume of the 
the arts. There are other substances which below zero. 3. Please explain this; Haswell degrees have a direct quantItatIve relatron. Proceedings of the Congress of Arts and may be added to alcohol with like effect. The on page 879 asks: I-low many fiftee'ns can be Science, which met at the Universal Exposition 
word denaturized is not in the dictionaries counted with four fives, operation NEW BOOKS, ETC. of St. Louis, 1904, are more or less familiar. 
as yet. 4 x 3 x 2 x 1 24 Their collection and publication in book form 

(992.:;') W. E. B. asks: In your issue ----- .... - = 4. HIGH-TENSION POWER TRANSMISSION. By assuredly gives them the permanence which 
of February 3, in an article headed "New 1 x 2 x 3 6 the High-Tension Transmission Com- they deserve. Among the more important pap-
Conceptions in Astronomy" by Prof. Edgar L. A. The formula you give for fifteens ,to be mittee of the American Institute of ers which were contributed may be mentioned 
Larkin, he says: "A trillion, is a million mil- made from four fives is the ordinary formula Electrical Engineers. New York: Prof. Simon Newcomb's "Evolution of the 
lion." Webster's unabridged says: "A million for comb"inations demonstrated in algebra. McGraw Publishing Company, 1905. Scientific Investigator" ; Prof. Ladd's "Develop-
million is a billion." Can Notes and Queries You will find it in any large algebra. 4. Why 8vo.; pp. 466. Price, $3. ment of Philosophy ill the Nineteenth Cen-
throw any light '! A. You surely do not read is it colder at the south pole. than at the At a meeting of the Board of Directors of tury"; Prof. Ostwald's "Theory of Science"; 
your 'Webster as we read ours. Ours states north? A. The southern hemisphere is largely the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and Prof. Poincare's "Principles of Machematl
under "Billion; according to the French and covered with water, hence it is colder. The on September 26, 1902, the resolution waB cal Physics." 
American method of numeration, a billion is earth is farthest from the sun in July, which passed to appoint a committee for the purpose WELTAUSSTELLUNG ST. LOUIS, 1904. DIE 
a thousand millions, or 1,000,000,000; accord- is the mid-summer month of the southern hem- of collecting data on present practice in elec- CHEMISCHE INDUSTRIE (Unter Riick-
ing to the English method, it is a million isphere. This makes the summer there a tric transmission at high voltage. The work sichtnahme auf das Unterrichtswe-
millions, or 1,000000,000000." The English little colder than the northern summer. covered a large scope, including data upon sen ) .  By Dr. Paul Cohn, Alfred HOl-
method places six figures in each period; the (9929) E. H. asks: Would you kindly line construction, insulators, insulator pins, and del', K. U. K. Hof- und Universitats-
1<'rench, three figures in a period. A trillion inform me where 1 could find a good descrip- the like, and conditions of operation at dif- Buchhandler. Vienna: 1905. 4to.; 
in a book published in England is 1,000000,- tion of Marconi's magnetic detector which is ferent voltages and under different climatic pp. 112. 
(JOOOOO,OOOOOO; in a French or American book used in connection with a Wheatstone re- i conditions, also conditions attendant upon the In this monograph Dr, Cohn has presented 
a trillion is 1,000,000,OOO,000-only a mil- corder? How are the inductance coils that switching of high-tension circuits, and data I a very comprehensive view of the chemical ex
lionth part of an English trillion. Prof. are used in both the' receiving and sending respecting lightning and static disturbances, I hi bits of the St. I,ouis Hxposition of 1904. 
Larkin is an American and names numbers station wound and what size wire is used', and the use of grounded protective wires. The! After a general introduction ill which the gen
according to American custom. Webster's Dic- What is the resistance of the choke coils used work of this c?mmitte� br�ught out much val�- I eral scope of the chemical industry is set forth, 
tionary, under "Numeration," states the mat- in the receiving circuits? A. You will find able informatIon, which IS here collected m I and its relation to expositions explained, he 
ter clearly; so, also, does it under "Billion" the Marconi magnetic detectors described in compact and convenient form, and should prove I passes to a discussion of metallurgy and an
and "Trillion." We follow the ]�rench or Amer- Maver's "Wireless Telegraphy," which we can a very valuable addition to engineering litera- organic industrial chemistry. The progress of !can method of writing and reading numbers. send you for $2. Several sizes of choke coils ture. the industry in each country is discussed in 

sion in our shop, and as we cannot try it I 
would like you to decide:, Weigh a tubful 
of water and then put in a 10-pound fish and 
if the fish does not touch the bottom will it 
weigh any more? A. If a fish alive or dead 
is put into a tub of water and no water runs 
over, the tub and fish will weigh as much 
more than the tub weighed before as the 
weight of the fish. That is because the fish 
is added to the contents of the tub. 1f a 
live fish is put into a tub entirely full of 
water and the fish floats in the water with
out resting any weight on the bottom of the 
tub, as much water in weight as the weight 
of the fish will flow over as the fish enters 
the water, and the tub, fish and remaining 
water will weigh the same as the tub and 
water weighed before the fish was put into 
the water. Every body submerged in a liquid 
is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight 
of the liquid displaced. If the' fish sinks to 
tbe bottom and bears any part of its weight 
on the bottom of the tub, the tub will weigh 
more with the fish in it than it did before 
the fish was put into the tub. This last is, 
however, rarely if ever the case. 

(9924) A. C. asks: We had a discus- are also described in the same book, as also 
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. 

detail. The second division is devoted to fuels 
are the induction coils. 

By Prof. Domenico Mazzotto. 'Trans- and organic technical industries and discusses 

(9925) L. R. asks: What is the ex
pansion of a zinc bar 4.0 inches, long, during 
a variation of five degrees-say from 100 to 
105 deg. F.? Is there any metal or alloy that 
will give a greater expansion: If so, what 
and how much? A. The expansion of a bar 
of zinc 4.0 inches long for a change of 5 deg. 

(9930) J. D. writes: hftve pur- lated by S. R. Bottone. New York: at some length dye-making in various coun-
chased some selenium for the purpose of mak- Macmillan & Co., 1906. 16mo,; pp. tdes. The third division is devoted to phar-
ing electro-light experiments, about which 1 416; 253 illustrations. Price, $2. maceutical operations, essential oils and per-

fumes. In the fourth division, fats, soaps, have read So much in technical papers. I The object of this work is to present to the candles, glycerine, and explosives are treated. think it must go through some sort of a pro- reader in as simple a form as possible the The fifth division is a special treatise on educess before it can be used, for I find it to principles on which the wireless system of cational work and scientific instruction. A be a poor conductor of electricity. With a signaling is founded, and to describe the appa- summary closes the monograph. 1,000-ohm telephone ringer not the slightest ratus required. It also follows step by step 
effect is produced upon so delicate an appa- the progress of different inventors who have THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD SYSTEM AT 
ratus as a telephone receiver. A. Selenium ,is revised wireless systems, and it traces chrono. THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION, 
not a conductor of electricity in any condi- logically the progress made in wireless teleg. LOCOMOTIVE TF;STS AND EXHIBITS. 
tion. It is a better conductor after it has raphy from the fir,st experiments of Marconi Philadelphia: The Pennsylvania Rail-
been prepared than in the ordinary condition. at Bologna to the last results of transatlantic road Company, 1905. 8vo.; pp. 734; 
It is kept for several hours at a temperature wireless signaling. 800 illustrations Price, $5. 
just below its melting point. It is then spread This valuable work is a compendium of the 
over the space between parallel wires, better TASCHENBUCH DER KRIEGSFLOTTEN. VII. elaborate series of tests carried out by the 
wound upon a porcelain tube, so that the two Jahrgang, 1906. Mit teilweiser Be- Pennsylvania Railroad Compe 'y in connection 
wires are quite near together. When it has nutzung amtlichen Materials heraus- with their exhibits at the Louisiana Purchase 
cooled it is in the sensitive state. The cur- gegeben von B. Weyer, Kapitaen- Exposition at St. Louis. This plant was the 
rent sent from one wire to the other will be leutnant. Mit 410 Schiffsbildern. most complete locomotive testing plant ever 
increased by allowing light to fall upon the Muenchen: J. F. Lehmanns Verlag. erected and the tests of the eight locomotives 
selenium cell, as it is called. The resistance Cioth, 16mo.; pp. 392. Price, $ 1.75. that were submitted were made with every re-
will be several hundred ohms probably at the This year's annual of the world's navies, finement known in the art of carrying out me-
lowest. We would advise you to apply to the edited by Capt. Weyer, shows considerable im- chanical tests of this character. In planning 
professor 0:1' chemistry or physics at the Univer- provement over last year's volume so far as the plant, it was laid out with sufficient ca
sity in your city. These men are always glad the amount of material published is concerned. pacity to accommodate locomotIveS of widely 
to give advice and assistance to others. Furthermor�, the number of pictures of vessels varying types and dimensions. It was intended 

(9931) A. R. asks: Does a cannon actually in commission has been increased. originally to present the plant merely as an 
ball fired from a cannon follow the tangent of I 'I'here is hardly a single type of vessel that is exhibit, and at the close of the exposition to 
the barrel a short distance after leaving the [ not illustrated both by photographs and by remove it :0 the Pe�nsYlvania Rai.lroad's prop
mouth of the cannon or does its path de- clear diagrams. Naturally, the most marked erty; but It was ultImately determmed to carry 
scribe an arc with a diminishing radius be- changes to be noted in the volume before us I on at St. Louis l,I. series of tests and enlist 
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